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Abstract. Lower bounds for the 'cycle detection problem' were recently investigated by Fich (1981, 
1983). She showed that Floyd's algorithm was optimal among those algorithms which have M = 2 
memory locations and which make a finite number of 'jumps'. A lower bound for the case where 
M > 2 was also presented, but the question of whether having more than two memory locations 
could actually yield a better algorithm was left open. In this report, we show that it cannot. 
A lower bound was also presented by Fich ( 1981, 1983) for algorithms which have two memory 
locations and which make a finite number of 'back advances'. We show here that the same lower 
bound holds even if the restriction on back advances is dropped. 
1. Introduction 
Let N be the set of nonnegative integers; let D be any set, let f be an arbitrary 
function from D to D, and let x ~ D be given. The cycle detection problem is to 
find i,j ~ N, i <j, such that f~(x) =fJ (x) ,  if such a pair exists. 
We assume that no inferences can be made about the behavior of f, except hat 
when given an element of D as input, it produces an element of D as output. We 
assume that any algorithm to solve the cycle detection problem is able to store 
representations of elements of D in memory locations, that it can compare two 
memory locations for equality, and for any two memory locations x and y, it can 
perform x <-f(x) and y <--x. We restrict our attention to algorithms with a finite 
number M of memory locations. 
Note that if D is infinite, the sequence x, f (x ) ,  f ( f (x ) ) , fa (x ) , . . ,  may be cycle-free. 
In this case, a cycle-detection algorithm will not terminate. (It is clearly impossible 
to determine that a sequence does not have a cycle.) 
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Let I and t denote the least integers uch that I < t and f t (x )  =ft(x) .  Then note 
that 
(1) we do not require that a cycle detection algorithm find l and t, 
(2) f J+"(x) =f'+m(x)  for all m ~ •, 
(3) f~(x) :f'+k<'-~)(X) for all k ~ N. 
Results about the cycle detection problem often seem easier to present when the 
problem is cast in a different setting. Consider the following situation. You are given 
a number line for ~, and you have M markers, all of which are initially on zero. 
(We follow convention and assume that zero is the leftmost number on the number 
line.) Someone has selected two integers l and t (you do not know what l and t 
are), and your object is to move your markers into an (l, t) stopping configuration, 
which is defined to be any configuration i  which you have markers on the numbers 
i and j, where l ~< i < j  and t - l divides j - i. 
You are allowed to make the following moves: 
(1) Move a marker forward one position. 
(2) Pick up a marker and put it down on top of another marker. 
Moves of type 1 are called advances. Advances from the 'front' (i.e., rightmost) 
pile of markers are called front advances. All other advances are back advances. 
Moves of type 2 are called jumps. 
Continuing to follow Fich [3, 4], we equate the running time t' of an algorithm 
with the number of function evaluations performed by the algorithm. That is, 
transferring values from one memory location to another, and testing values for 
equality, are 'free'. (Equivalently, we charge for all advances, but all jumps are 
free.) As in [3, 4], we restrict our attention to those algorithms whose behavior 
depends only on l and t. Thus we denote the running time by t'(l, t). We will often 
write t' to mean t'(l, t). 
Clearly, t'(1, t) >1 t. It is thus reasonable to measure the complexity of an algorithm 
by 
sup{t'(l, t)/ t: l, teN}. 
Fich analyzed the cycle detection problem using this measure of complexity. Her 
results are summarized in Table 1. 
The first result in this paper deals with cycle detection algorithms which make 
only a finite number of jumps. Among all the cycle detection algorithms which have 
appeared in the literature, only Floyd's algorithm (one of the earliest, see [5, p. 7] 
and [2, 6, 7]) falls into this class. All of the improvements on Floyd's algorithm 
presented in [ 1-4, 6, 7] involve making use of jumps. Fich showed that that had to 
be the case if one was restricted to using M = 2 memory locations. We show that 
it is true in general. That is, Floyd's algorithm is optimal among all algorithms 
making a finite number of jumps--having more than two memory locations does 
not help. 
Another problem left open by Fich is the question of whether or not back advances 
can be used to yield a better algorithm, if jumps are allowed. Although we are 
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Table 1 
Class of algorithms Lower bound Upper bound 
Arbitrary, 
M memory locations 
Finite number of jumps, 
M memory locations 
Finite number of jumps, 
2 memory locations 
Finite number of back advances, 
2 memory locations 
l+ l / (M- l )  1 +2/ (M-  1) 
l+x/2 3 
3 3 
½(3 +dr5) ½(3 +x/5) 
(using no back advances) 
(using no jumps, M = 2) 
(using no jumps) 
(using no back advances) 
unable to answer this question in general, we are able to show in our second theorem 
that back advances do not help in the case where only two memory locations are 
used. Thus the algorithms presented in [3, 4] for solving the cycle detection problem 
using only two memory locations are optimal, using this measure of complexity. 
2. Improved lower bounds 
Theorem 1. For any cycle detection algorithm which uses at most M locations and 
which performs at most a f ixed finite number o f  jumps, 
sup{Y(/, t)/t :  l, t ~1~}~>3. 
Proof. Assume we are given an algorithm A with M markers. It has been proved 
in [3] that the theorem is true if M = 2. Thus we will assume below that M > 2. 
Let 0<~ al( i)  ~ a2(i) <~" •. <~ aM(i) denote the positions of the M markers immedi- 
ately after step i in the algorithm. (A 'step' is either a jump or an advance.) Let the 
last jump be made at time r and let ~b be the number of advances performed uring 
the first ~" steps. Then we will let 
cr = al(~') + a20")+" • -+ aM(r ) -  qb. 
Note that a~( . r )+. . .+aM( ' r )  is the number of advances needed to achieve the 
configuration at time z if no jumps are used. Thus a represents the number of 
advances 'saved' by performing jumps. 
We will also need the constant y. If time r is defined as above, then 
T = max{aM(j) : j<~ r}. 
Constant 3' is the rightmost position visited by any marker prior to the last jump. 
In particular, no marker may ever move from the fight of 3" to the left of % since 
the only way to move to the left is to make a jump. 
Case I: There exists some integer k such that, for all t imes/,  aM(i) - aM_~(i) < k. 
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Let l~l~ and let t= l+k.  Assume that an (l, t) stopping configuration occurs at 
time i. Since aM(i) -- aM-~(i) < t -- l (and thus the two rightmost markers are not far 
enough apart to detect he cycle), we must have aM_2(i) >I l = t - k. Thus 
t'( l, t) >- aM(i) + aM-l( i) + aM-2(i) - a 
>!3(aM_2(i))--a 
>~3( t -k ) -a ,  
and hence 
sup t ' / t  =sup{f(/,  t ) / t :  l, teN} 
>~sup{3- (3k+ot ) / ( l+  k): /eN} 
=3. 
Case II: The set {aM(i)--aM_a(i): iEN} is infinite. 
In this case, if i ,=min{i :aM( i ) -aM_l ( i )>- . -n},  then i, is defined for all n~N. 
Now let X={i , :  n> y and aM- l ( i , )> Y}. Since the set {aM-l(i): i oN} must be 
infinite in order to detect cycles when l is arbitrarily large, and since aM- l ( i )>  y 
implies that the algorithm has finished performing jumps and hence that aM_l(i + 
1) I> aM-i ( i ) ,  it follows easily that 
(1) X is infinite, 
(2) {aM-i( i ) :  i~X} is ir~finite, 
(3) {aM(i)--aM_~(i): i~ Y} is infinite, where Y is any infinite subset of X, and 
(4) if i ~ X, then, for all j<  i, aM(j) - aM-~(j) < aM(i) -- aM-i( i) .  
• ~1 Case II.1: For infinitely many i~X,  aM_l(t) ~(aM_:( i )+aM(i))  (see Fig. 1). 
a~_2(i ) l t aM_l(i) aM(i) 
I I I I I I 
• ½(al~(i)+aM-z(i))--~ 
Fig. 1. Case I L l .  
Let i~X,  where aM--2(i)+aM(i)<2aM--~(i). Let l=aM_2( i )+ l  and t= l+ 
aM(i) -- aM-~( i) + 1 = aM--Z( i) + aM(i) -- aM--i( i) +2 < aM--~( i) + 2. 
Note that since t> aM( i ) - -aM- l ( i )>  Y, no (l, t) stopping configuration can be 
reached until after the last jump has been made. Moreover, since only locations 
aM(i) and aM-i( i )  are to the right of l, and (by point (4) above) the front two 
markers have never been far enough apart to detect a cycle of length t -  l, no (l, t) 
stopping configuration has been reached by time i. Now 
t'( l, t) >~ aM( i) + aM-l( i) + aM-2( i) -- a 
= aM(i )+ aM- , ( i )+ ( t - -2+ aM--,(i) -- aM(i)) -- a 
= 2(aM-, (i)) + (t --2) -- a 
> 3( t -2 ) -c~ 
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and hence 
t' 6+t~ 6+a 
- ->3-~>3 
t t aM( i ) - -aM- l ( i )"  
Now it fol lows by point (3) above that 
sup t'/  t >I 3. 
Case II.2: For  all large i ~ X, ½(aM(i) + aM-2(i)) I> aM-l( i )  ~see Fig. 2). 
aM_2(i) aM_l(i ) I t aM(i) 
I I I I I  I 
~--~( aM( i) + aM_2( i) ) ~. 
Fig. 2. Case II.2. 
Let i s X, where aM(i) + aM_2(i)/> 2aM_l( i) .  Let l = aM- l ( / )  + 1 and t = l+  1. Since 
there is only one marker to the right of  l > 7, the algorithm cannot have reached 
an (l, t) stopping configuration yet. Thus we have that 
t'(l, t)>~ aM(i)+ aM- i ( i )+ aM_2(i) - -a 
>~ 3( aM_l( i) ) -- a 
=3(t -2 ) -a  
and hence 
" f 6+° 1 sup- -1>sup 3 i~X t aM_l ( i )+2" =3. [] 
Theorem 2. For any cycle detection algorithm which uses only two memory locations, 
sup{t'(/, t) / t: l, t~}~>½(3+x/~) .  
Proof. Assume we are given an algorithm A with two markers. As in Theorem 1, 
let a~(i) <<- a2(i) denote the posit ions of  the two markers at step i in the algorithm. 
Since ½(3 + x/-5) < 3, we can assume by Theorem 1 that A makes an infinite number 
of jumps. For each n ~ N, let in be a Step in the algorithm which occurs between 
the nth and the (n + 1)st jump, such that a2( i , ) -  a~(in) is maximal and i, is as small 
as possible. That  is, if the nth jump occurs at time j, and the (n + 1)st jump occurs 
at time k, then 
in = min{ i: j <~ i ~< k, and i f j  <~ h ~< k, then a2 ( h ) - a i( h ) ~< a2 (i) - a l (i) }. 
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As an aid to clarity, let x, = a,( i , )  and y, = a2(in). In the following, we will make 
use of the set X defined as 
X={n:  y, ~> (½(3 + x/5))x.}. 
Case I: The set X is infinite. 
Let n 6 X. Let 1 = x, + 1 and t = x. + 2. Note that at t ime i. the leftmost marker 
has never been to the right of  x,, since it is impossible for the leftmost marker to 
move to the left. Thus an (l, t) stopping configuration is not reached before time 
i, + 1, and 
t'(l, t ) / t>  y. / t>-½(3+x/-5)( t -2) / t .  
Now as x, and hence t can be chosen arbitrari ly large it is clear that sup( t'/ t) >t 
½(3 + x/5). 
Case I I: The set X is finite. 
In this case, there is some K such that Yn <½x,(3 + if5) for all n/> K. Let Y= 
{n >i K:  a2(h) - al(h) < a2( i , ) -  a~(i,) for all h < i,}. Note that if n e Y, then i. is 
the first t ime that the distance between the markers has been as great as y , -  xn. 
Since the set {a2( i ) -a~( i ) :  i eN} is infinite, it follows that Y is infinite. 
Let n e Y, so y, <½x, (3+q~) .  Let l = 0 and t = y , -x ,  + 1. Since the distance 
between the markers is never more than y. - x, between jumps n and n + 1, there 
is no chance of  reaching an (l, t) stopping configuration until after the (n+ 1)st 
jump. At least t moves will be necessary after the (n + 1)st jump, in order to get the 
markers far enough apart to detect the cycle. Thus, 
t' t + y .  1 1 
->~- - -1 -~ - - -1 -~ 
t t t /y .  1 - (x. - 1 ) /y .  
1 1 
>1+ =1+ 
1- [2 (x , , -1 ) ] / [x . (3+, /5 ) ]  1 -2 / (3+x/5)+2/ [x . (3+, /~) ] "  
Now it fol lows that 
t' { x/~) 12 / [x , (3  +4~)] :  } sup- - l>sup 1+ n~Y t 1 -2 / (3+ 
1 
=14 = ½(3 +,f5).  [] 
1 - 2/(3 +x/5) 
3. Conclusions and open problems 
Our knowledge about the cycle-detection problem using this complexity measure 
is summed up in Table 2. 
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Table 2 
Class of algorithms Lower bound Upper bound 
Arbitrary, 
M memory locations 1 + 1/ (M-  1) 1 +2/ (M-  1) 
Arbitrary, 
2 memory locations ½(3 +v/5) ½(3 +x/5) 
Finite number of jumps, 
M memory locations 3 3 
(using no back advances) 
(using no back advances) 
(using no jumps, M = 2) 
Obvious open problems remaining are the following: 
(1) Can back advances be used to obtain a better algorithm if M > 2 memory 
locations are used? 
(2) Can the gap between the upper and lower bounds in the general case be closed? 
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